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Abstra t

We outline a parametri model of a system of unmanned aerial vehi les (UAVs) on a mission. The
UAVs have to a omplish their mission omposed of several tasks as eÆ iently as possible, while satisfying
a heterogeneous set of physi al and ommuni ation onstraints. UAVs an be viewed as an example of a
highly dynami multi-agent system (MAS). These UAVs may be required to autonomously make de isions, ommuni ate, oordinate, adapt to rapidly hanging environments and eÆ iently perform their tasks
in real-time and under the limitations of lo al, in omplete and/or noisy knowledge of their surroundings. In
parti ular, an individual UAV in our work an be viewed as an agent: it is autonomous, goal-driven, an
a e t and be a e ted by its environment, has its own behavior strategy, an ommuni ate with its peers, and
may nd it bene ial to ooperate and oordinate not only to avoid ollisions, but also in order to a omplish
its set of tasks more e e tively. We fo us herein on two aspe ts of agent-based modeling of UAVs: modeling
autonomous de ision-making of the individual vehi les viewed as autonomous agents, and di erent models of
UAV oordination.
Keywords: unmanned aerial vehi les, agent-based modeling, agent oordination, agent autonomy

1 Introdu tion & Motivation

the ground or satellite ontrol. This ommuni ation
enables a UAV to have an a ess to the information
that is not lo al to it - that is, the information not
dire tly a essible to UAV's sensors.
While trying to a omplish their mission (typi ally,
a set of pre-de ned and/or dynami ally arising tasks
as in the examples above), these UAVs need to respe t
a heterogeneous set of onstraints on their physi al
and ommuni ation resour es. The UAVs also need
to be able to ommuni ate and ooperate with ea h
other. Their ooperation an range from merely assuring that they stay out of ea h other's way ( ollision avoidan e) to enabling themselves to adaptively
and dynami ally divide-and- onquer their tasks. This
latter, higher form of ooperation ( oordination) we
also all goal-driven ooperation (respe tively, oordination).
Not all kinds of UAVs an be reasonably onsidered agents; e.g., those that are remotely ontrolled

A olle tion of Unmanned Aerial Vehi les (UAVs)
on a mission provides an ideal framework for identifying, modeling and analyzing many interesting
paradigms, design parameters and solution strategies
appli able not only to autonomous unmanned vehiles, but to Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) in general. UAVs are nding their appli ation in a variety
of ontexts, e.g., they are being in reasingly used for
various surveillan e, re onnaissan e, and target-andres ue missions. These UAVs arry sophisti ated payloads, as they are designed to a omplish in reasingly
omplex, multi-task missions. In parti ular, a typi al
UAV is equipped with ertain sensors su h as, e.g.,
radars. With these sensors, ea h UAV probes its environment and forms a (lo al) \pi ture of the world" on
whi h its future a tions may need to be based. A UAV
is also equipped with some ommuni ation apabilities,
that enable it to ommuni ate with other UAVs and/or
 Conta
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tions made in our model, and some of their impli ations.
A olle tion of N UAVs needs to a omplish a
ertain omplex mission - su h as any ombination of
surveillan e, re onnaissan e, target dete tion and/or
target identi ation. We model this mission with a
olle tion of M interest points (IPs). An interest
point is a semanti extension of the more ommon notion of a target - in addition to targets proper, an IP
may also refer to, e.g., a small lo al region of interest, that may or may not in lude \real targets", but is
nonetheless worth while exploring. Ea h interest point
j has a dynami ally hanging value asso iated with it,
j (t). An IP may be stati or mobile. A mobile IP j ,
at any time step t, is ompletely and uniquely spe i ed
by its position and velo ity ve tors, j (t) and j (t), respe tively, and its value j (t). A UAV Vi is driven by
the desire to in rease its own utility, Ui , by onsuming as mu h of value of various IPs as possible. The
total amount of value is assumed to be bounded at all
times. Consequently, the UAVs may end up ompeting for this limited resour e. The oordination model
des ribes how mu h UAVs ooperate and divide-andonquer the IPs in order to fun tion eÆ iently as a
system.
At one extreme, if there is no oordination, ea h
UAV a ts entirely autonomously and, assuming no
entral ontrol or other outside me hanisms, sel shly.
At another extreme, in the leader-based oordination
models, the UAVs that are not leaders obey their respe tive leaders, thereby sa ri ing (temporarily or
permanently) their autonomy as agents. Assuming unbounded ommuni ation radius for the UAV-to-UAV
ommuni ation, a single-leader model be omes equivalent to a entralized model, with a possibly in omplete
and/or noisy knowledge of the \world". If, however,
there are several leaders and di erent groups of \followers" asso iated with ea h leader, and if the radius of
ommuni ation is non-trivially nite, then one may expe t to en ounter many of the fundamental hallenges
in distributed omputation and ommuni ation, su h
as dynami leader ele tion and group formation problems, distributed onsensus rea hing, limits to lo al
individual or group knowledge and their impli ations,
and other issues (see, e.g., [TEL℄).
Thus, from an individual UAV's perspe tive, the
goal is to maximize its own utility, by visiting as many
interest points and onsuming as mu h of their value as
possible. This is a omplished by following a ertain

throughout their mission would not qualify for (auin the usual sense. However, for
the reasons of system s alability, dependability and
robustness, in reasingly omplex and autonomous unmanned vehi les are being studied, designed and manufa tured. We are interested in UAVs that are not
remotely ontrolled and that have the ability to make
their own de isions in real time. This ability of autonomous de ision making would \qualify" UAVs to be
onsidered autonomous agents in the usual, omputer
s ien e sense of the word.1 We are also assuming either
no entral ontrol, or only a limited entral ontrol. In
parti ular, the knowledge of the world that ea h UAV
possesses is, in general, assumed to be lo al, possibly
noisy, to vary with time, and to be augmentable, at a
ertain ost, via ommuni ation with other UAVs.
Some of the problems that have been extensively
studied in the ontext of UAVs in lude motion planning and on i t dete tion and resolution (see, e.g.,
[BIC℄, [KUC℄, or [PAL℄). What has drawn onsiderably less attention is modeling and analysis of the
task-driven, goal-oriented behaviors of UAVs viewed as
agents. Herein, we fo us on some riti al agent-based
modeling paradigms applied to UAVs, namely, models of agent-to-agent oordination and the individual
agent autonomy.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
x2, we give a high-level problem formulation, introdu e some terminology, and re e t on some of the main
assumptions of our modeling framework. The entral
part of the paper, se tion x3, is dedi ated to identifying and dis ussing some of the most ru ial design
parameters of the model - those pertaining to modeling tasks, and UAV oordination and autonomous
de ision-making. We outline some possible extensions
of the modeling framework in x4, and brie y summarize in x5.

tonomous) agents

2 Problem Formulation
In this se tion, we rst brie y dis uss the model at a
high level: what are the UAVs trying to a omplish,
both individually and as a single multi-agent system
with a ommon goal, how we model these goals, and
how we model UAVs strategies and me hanisms for
a omplishing their goals. We also introdu e the ne essary terminology along the way. We on lude the
se tion with a brief dis ussion about the main assump-

1 We leave aside the fa t that there is no general agreement within the agent resear h ommunity on what exa tly quali es an
entity (su h as a omputer program, or a UAV with its sensors, e e tors and software) to be onsidered an agent [FRA℄.
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3 Modeling UAVs' Tasks,
Coordination and Autonomy

either xed or dynami ally hanging (adaptable) individual behavior strategy. This strategy an be spe i ed by an appropriate individual behavior fun tion,
i , that UAV Vi follows as long as there is no outside
signal telling the UAV it should start doing something
else. An example of su h outside signal is a request to
a given UAV to join a newly formed group; if su h request omes from a leader whose suprema y in authority is re ognized, the follower UAV will have to abandon its urrent behavior and omply with the leader's
desires, thereby, in a sense, giving up its individual
autonomy.

We now dis uss in some detail what we onsider to be
the most riti al design parameters in our agent-based
model of UAVs on a multi-task mission. The parameters of interest in lude ratio of the number of UAVs
to the number of IPs, sensor ranges, ommuni ation
ranges, a hoi e of a oordination model and strategy,
a model of UAV's individual behavior strategy (or, in
heterogeneous s enarios where UAVs are distinguishable, strategies), models of both individual and system adaptability3 , and a hoi e of the model of UAVs'
knowledge of their environment - su h as whether this
knowledge is lo al or global, perfe t or noisy, et .
Due to spa e limitations, we fo us herein on three
issues: quantitative models of interest points, models
of individual UAV's autonomy, and UAV oordination
models.

From a system's perspe tive, on the other hand, it
is the su essfulness of the entire mission that matters
- not the grati ation of individual agents. How to
translate the individual utilities into the global utility
maximization in the framework where, in general, both
ooperation and ompetition are to be expe ted, is a
hallenging in entive engineering problem [CAN℄. We
address these issues elsewhere, where our onstraint
optimization based framework for modeling UAV missions is the entral theme [TOS℄.

3.1

A Simple Model of UAV Tasks

Our model of UAVs on a mission emphasizes the goalorientedness of UAVs as agents. UAVs are not merely
ying around and trying to avoid olliding with one
another or with other obsta les, but are a tually trying to a omplish some set of tasks. Thus our model is
trying to apture paradigms beyond the usual motion
planning and obsta le avoidan e problems. Mathemati ally, rather than having merely to solve an instan e
of Distributed Constraint Satisfa tion (DCS) problem4 [YOK℄, our UAVs have, in addition to obeying
a number of physi al and ommuni ation onstraints,
also an obje tive or utility fun tion that they strive to
maximize. We dis uss some possible ways of translating this desire to maximize utility into UAV's individual de ision-making strategies in the next se tion.
First, however, we outline our quantitative model of
UAVs' tasks.
As our goal is to apture UAVs a ting in possibly heterogeneous and highly dynami environments,
where not all tasks need be (i) identi al, or (ii) known
ahead of time, and where, in general, no entral ontrol
is available to provide ea h UAV with the information
about ea h of the tasks, a natural starting point in our
quest to quantify the mission su essfulness is to spe ify a simple quantitative notion of a task. We also need

We on lude this se tion with stating some basi
assumptions made both in the agent-based UAV model
outlined herein, and in our simulation platform based
on this model2 . One important assumption pertains
to the nature of time. First, the time steps are disrete. Se ond, we assume the existen e of the global
lo k and, therefore, global time. The global lo k ould
be provided, say, by a entral satellite-based ontrol,
and we also assume that all UAVs at any time have an
instantaneous a ess to this global lo k. The assumption about global time is (ta itly) made in most of the
work on MAS, where the existen e of a global lo k is
taken for granted. Without it, modeling and analysis
of UAV-like distributed systems be omes onsiderably
more diÆ ult. The UAVs are assumed to ommuni ate
with one another (or, when appli able, with the entral
ontrol) ex lusively via message passing. We also assume that all ommuni ation is perfe tly syn hronous.
It is well-known that the more realisti assumption of
asyn hronous ommuni ation renders many important
distributed oordination and agreement problems formally unde idable [TEL℄.

2 For more on our UAV simulation and some experimental results, see [JAN℄.
3 By adaptability we mean the ability to hange the individual strategies and

oordination models based on observed hanges in
the environment, in luding but not limited to any form of a feedba k, su h as an appropriate payo , re eived from the environment.
4 DCS by itself is, in general, omputationally intra table, as even its entralized version, being a nontrivial generalization of the
well-known Satis ability problem, is NP-hard.
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distan e from the target, with probability p, the UAV
onsumes the target's entire value at on e, with probability pi . That is, j of this IP goes to zero in one
time step, and the UAV's payo in reases a ordingly
with probability pi, whereas, with probability 1 pi,
Vi \misses" the target, so that the value j remains
unaltered. Whether the UAV Vi stays \at the target" j for one time step irrespe tive of the out ome,
or for as many time steps as is needed for a su ess to
o ur, are di erent possibilities that an be modeled
with di erent hoi es of the UAV's individual behavior
fun tions.
What are, then, the general properties of fun tion
, and what parameters does it depend upon? At time
step t + 1, the value j (t + 1) of IP j an be reasonably expe ted to depend on the value at the previous
time step, j (t), the number of UAVs servi ing this
IP at time t, that we denote by nj (t), and the value
onsumption rate, d. In addition, the value fun tion
may expli itly depend on time. For instan e, in the
surveillan e example above, the parameters j (t), d
and nj (t) alone annot apture a jump in j (t + 1)
value due to some form of aging. Thus, the general
form of the IP value fun tions we are interested in an
be written as
j (t + 1) = F (j (t); nj (t); di;j (t); t)
for some integer-valued or real-valued fun tion F . A
parti ular hoi e of  that we have extensively experimented with [JAN℄ is
j (t + 1) = maxfj (t) d  nj (t); 0g,
where d is an integer onstant. While this parti ular
IP value fun tion is always nonnegative, we also onsider (t) that an be negative; su h value fun tions
are useful whenever one wishes to model ertain regions that UAVs should strive to avoid - su h as, e.g.,
dangerous regions in the mission area of little a tual
value. Similarly, not all IP value fun tions need be
nonin reasing in time like j is; depending on what
kind of IPs are modeled, value fun tions may be hosen to be, e.g., periodi or nonde reasing in time, and
the like.

a simple model for possible heterogeneity of di erent
tasks. The basi task to be servi ed in our model is an
interest point.
Sin e not all tasks, or interest points, are ne essarily the same, one simple way to apture this heterogeneity is to assign a time-dependent value fun tion,
j (t), to ea h interest point j , 1  j  M . When
a UAV dis overs an IP, it gets attra ted by its value.
Assuming a UAV is aware of two or more IPs at a
given time step (by either having sensed those IPs, or
be ause some other UAV has broad ast the IPs' lo ations and (estimated) values), the UAV needs to deide whi h IP is urrently most attra tive to it. The
ex eption to this general rule is when, in task-driven
oordination models, the UAV gets instru tions from
another UAV or the ground or satellite ontrol what it
is supposed to do next.
When a UAV arrives to an IP's lo ation (or within
a spe i ed small distan e from it), it starts onsuming
its value, thereby in reasing its own utility or payo .
This value is onsumed at some rate, d. In our simulations (see [JAN℄), d was assumed to be a onstant; in
general, various models where d may depend on time,
UAV's index i, and/or IP's index j , are worth onsidering.
To illustrate the general usefulness of the on ept
of IPs and their value fun tions, we sket h two spe ial
ases as examples.
First, let's assume that UAVs are on a surveillan e
mission. That is, ea h IP (or a set of IPs) needs to
be revisited repeatedly. Some regions (represented by
IPs) may be so important that they require presen e
(i.e., one or more UAVs essentially hovering or irling in their vi inity) at all times. The simple way
to represent that in our model is to make the fun tion
j (t) independent of time: even though some UAVs
are \ onsuming" the value of su h an IP, while those
UAVs' utility is in reasing, the IP's value a tually stay
the same, thereby assuring that those IPs keep their
attra tiveness. If some IPs need to be revisited periodi ally but do not require easeless surveillan e, then
the fun tion j (t) of su h an IP j an be made periodi : on e a UAV arrives to j , the value starts going
down until UAV leaves; after some number of time
steps, the value jumps ba k up again, thereby making j (more) attra tive again, and thus prompting the
UAVs to ome ba k to this IP.
The se ond example is to onsider an IP that is
an a tual target. On e its lo ation has been dis overed, one or more UAVs approa h this target. On e
a parti ular UAV, Vi , gets within some pre-spe i ed

3.2

Models of UAV Autonomy

In order for any type of intelligent vehi les to be onsidered autonomous agents, they have to be apable
of autonomous de ision making without dire t assistan e of a human or other outside operator. We outline a simple model of autonomy appli able to UAVs
that would render UAVs proper autonomous agents,
albeit of a perhaps fairly restri ted kind. UAVs are
4

Everything said thus far about UAVs' individual
behavior strategies rests on the assumption that ea h
UAV a ts stri tly sel shly, and largely independently
(ex ept for the dependen e of i on nj;r ) from what
other UAVs do. On e UAV-to-UAV ommuni ation
and oordination are taken into a ount, modeling
UAV's autonomous agent behavior be omes more omplex. In parti ular, in addition to the already mentioned parameters, ea h i (t) would be expe ted to
also depend on the set of messages that i-th UAV has
re eived from other UAVs at time steps t0  t. We
dis uss some models of UAV oordination next.

goal-driven entities. They ful ll their goals by servi ing tasks. In our modeling framework, tasks are given
as interest points and UAVs, loosely speaking, strive
to onsume as mu h of interest points' value as fast
as possible. As we assume that a single UAV an onsume value from at most one IP at any single time step,
the question arises: among several andidate IPs, how
should a UAV hoose in what order it is to visit these
IPs? Therefore, it an be argued that ea h UAV fa es
an online s heduling problem. For simpli ity, we onsider a simpli ed version of dynami online s heduling,
and only ask, given a set of interest points whose urrent positions and (estimated) values are known to a
parti ular UAV, whi h IP among those points should
the UAV sele t to visit rst?
We model the individual UAV's autonomous
de ision-making with UAV's individual behavior fun tions, i . Given a set of IPs with their urrent positions and values5 , a UAV Vi evaluates its behavior
fun tion i that returns the index j ? of the IP that,
if the UAV sele ts that IP as its next task to servi e,
this hoi e is expe ted or to maximize the estimated
in rease in UAV's utility. Therefore, ea h UAV is assumed to behave greedily. However, a great variety of
greedy strategies an be spe i ed via di erent hoi es
of the fun tions i .
Some variables that individual behavior fun tions
an be expe ted to depend on are the UAV's distan e
from the given IP, the IP's urrent value (or its estimate), and the estimated ompetition for that IP and
its value - viz., the number of other UAVs in the IP's
vi inity. Let j (t) be the position of IP j at time t,
and let nj;r be the total number of UAVs within the
distan e r from IP j . Then one lass of models of the
i-th UAV's target sele tion strategy is spe i ed by
i (t) = argfmax1jM G(j ; jjxi j jj; nj;r ; t)g
where G is an integer-valued fun tion that is in reasing in j and nonin reasing in distan e of the UAV
from the IP j given by jjxi (t) j (t)jj. This fun tion
spe i es what IP should UAV Vi pi k as the estimated
short-term optimal hoi e. Noti e that, for simpli ity,
relative velo ity of a UAV with respe t to the interest point is not taken into a ount. One example of
a simple greedy individual behavior that ts the given
des ription is
i (t) = argfmax1jM [ jjx(t()t) n ((tt))jjd ℄g,
where it is assumed that the minimal distan e of any
UAV from any IP is stri tly positive.
j

3.3

We now dis uss some possible design hoi es for modeling UAV-to-UAV oordination.
At one extreme, a single UAV be omes the \group
leader", and this leader then broad asts to other UAVs
what it wants them to do. Typi ally, the leader is the
rst UAV that dete ts one or more IPs in a parti ular region of the mission area. In ase of a tie (where
two or more UAVs announ e their laim to leadership
simultaneously), the tie is broken a ording to some
pre-spe i ed rule (e.g., the UAV with the lowest index
wins). Assuming the UAV-to-UAV ommuni ation radius is in nite6 , and if the bandwidth availability is
not an issue, this, single-leader s enario is very similar
to a entralized ontrol model. The one di eren e is
that the leader's knowledge about the environment, in
general, an be expe ted to be in omplete and/or imperfe t (i.e., noisy), and that this knowledge is likely
to dynami ally hange in often unpredi table ways.
While the single-leader model is perhaps the simplest to analyze and relatively easy to simulate, it also
su ers from a number of short omings. These shortomings an be divided into two general ategories.
One ategory are the usual problems with entralized
or quasi- entralized ontrol models, su h as \ungra eful" degradation (due to a single point of failure), and
the possible ommuni ation bottlene k at the leader
node. The se ond ategory of potential troubles is peuliar to any situation where a single leader is itself
\just another agent", whose sensors or ommuni ation links ould be unreliable, whose lo al and possibly
noisy \pi ture of the world" is imposed onto everyone
else even though perhaps other agents have more a urate knowledge or more reliable links, and the like. Any

j;r

i

Models of UAV Coordination

j

of mobile targets, urrent velo ities would be also needed.
nite ommuni ation range assumption applies whenever this range is unbounded for all pra ti al purposes - whi h is the
ase if, for example, the diameter of the entire mission area is less than the diameter of the UAV-to-UAV ommuni ation range.
5 In ase
6 The in
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possible ollisions, ant the like. Goal-driven oordination, then, entails di erent UAVs o asionally having to, temporarily or permanently, abandon their individual behavior strategies, and to begin doing what
they have rea hed an agreement with other UAVs they
ought to be doing. In general, oordination should aid
the system to do better, and therefore any reasonable
oordination strategy should be expe ted, given the
same mission and the same set of tasks and other environment parameters, to perform at least as well as the
orresponding oordination-free, purely autonomous
individual behavior strategy. This intuition has been
on rmed in some restri ted s enarios that we have
simulated [JAN℄. We brie y argue in favor of a broader
validity of our laim regarding the expe ted bene ts of
the goal-driven oordination. Assuming perfe tly reliable ommuni ation and agent's perfe t knowledge
of the environment - two typi ally unrealisti assumptions in pra ti e - any model of goal-oriented oordination implies, at the very least, some knowledge sharing,
i.e., more information available to ea h UAV than what
is provided by the UAV's sensors and ommuni ation
about possible on i ts alone. More information, on
the other hand (and leaving aside for the moment the
issues of ommuni ation, storage and pro essing overheads), should not make the system or its omponents
do any worse than without that additional information. On e the assumptions of perfe t knowledge about
the IPs and perfe t ommuni ation links are dropped,
however, the problem of hoosing the right oordination strategy be omes both intuitively and analyti ally
overwhelming, and therefore our view is that, in that
ase, there is no substitute for omputer simulation
and intense experimentation in various s enarios.
We also point out that, irrespe tive of the assumptions about reliability of ommuni ation links and
UAVs' sensors, any oordination ne essarily requires
more ommuni ation - and, in the real world, ommuni ation does not ome for free. It also means that
the agents have to exe ute an appropriate oordination me hanism, whi h may mean a onsiderable omputational overhead - possibly prohibitively ostly in a
real-time appli ation. Thus, in general, one an expe t
a tradeo between the amount and nature of oordination, and the extra ost of this oordination. Hen e,
for example, in those s enarios where goal-driven oordination is expe ted or experimentally shown to be
of a little bene t, by the O am's Razor prin iple, the
simpler and less ostly strategies with no expli it oordination would likely be preferable.

satisfa tory solution, therefore, has to provide me hanisms for UAVs not only to \talk ba k" to their leaders, but also for the ad ho network of UAVs to be
able to dete t possible troubles with the leader, and, if
need be, dynami ally re on gure itself and ele t a new
leader.
At the other extreme, we onsider models where
there is no expli it task-driven oordination. In these
models, not only is the whole group of UAVs autonomous, but also ea h individual UAV within this
system a ts as an entirely autonomous agent. In other
words, ea h UAV simply follows its own strategy by reomputing its individual behavior fun tion, irrespe tive
of what others do. This individual behavior fun tion is
the agent's strategy for maximizing its own individual
payo . The UAVs may still wish to ommuni ate with
one another, but there is no expli it oordination as to
how to a omplish the mission more eÆ iently, how to
divide-and- onquer tasks, et . While, in the ontext
of individual utility maximization this situation may
be onsidered a default s enario, we view it as an extreme in the more appropriate, joint utility framework,
where all UAVs have a single mission to a omplish,
and where the su essfulness of the entire system in
a omplishing that mission - rather than that of the
individual vehi les - is what matters [TOS℄. Thus the
\no goal-driven ooperation" s enario an serve as a
yard sti k with respe t to whi h the e e tiveness of
various oordination strategies an be measured.
In between the two tentative extremes - the leaderbased oordination on one, and the no expli it oordination model on the other hand - are many intermediate ases, and many possible oordination strategies.
These intermediate oordination models are, typi ally,
more exible but also more omplex than the leaderbased approa hes. We refer to this broad lass of intermediate oordination strategies as leaderless oordination models.7
Let us summarize regarding the possible hoi es of
a oordination model, and the tradeo s these hoi es
entail. Without any expli it goal-driven oordination,
ea h UAV follows its own, pre-spe i ed (but possibly
adaptable) individual behavior strategy. The parameters to this strategy, en apsulated in ea h UAV's individual behavior fun tion, are provided by the environment, i.e. by the (possibly noisy) data about the
environment gathered by the vehi le's sensors, by the
UAV's knowledge of its \internal state", and by the
ommuni ation with other UAVs and/or the ground
ontrol that helps the UAV navigate, dete t and avoid
7 Our

UAV simulator has an implementation of a variant of ea h of these three ategories of oordination models [JAN℄.
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4 Some Future Plans

future extensions and improvements of the modeling
framework presented herewith, and simulations guided
by similar models, will in rease the understanding and
enhan e future design of both autonomous UAVs and
other intelligent vehi les, and multi-agent systems in
general.
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We now outline some possible extensions of the agentbased modeling framework presented in the previous
se tions. Regarding the nature of tasks, in addition
to the interest points' values, we onsider introdu ing
di erent IP types. This naturally extends the model
so that it an apture more heterogeneous s enarios,
where both UAVs and IPs are distinguishable and, in
parti ular, the UAVs be ome spe ialized: a UAV an
handle only those IPs that are of a ompatible type.
An important remark, leading to a onsiderable
model extension, is that urrently, for ea h IP j , its
j is assumed to represent the j 's true (i.e., obje tive) value, irrespe tive of whi h UAV may see IP j ,
and from how far away. That is, the ta it assumption is that, on e an IP is dis overed by the UAVs, all
the UAVs who are aware of this IP's existen e immediately also know its exa t urrent value. This perfe t
knowledge assumption an be appropriately relaxed for
the sake of the model's realism. The more reasonable
assumption is that ea h UAV has its own, lo al and
imperfe t estimate of j of those IPs j that the UAV
knows about. In ase of imperfe t and/or in omplete
lo al knowledge of the tasks, ea h UAV's individual
behavior fun tion, i , naturally be omes probabilisti ,
i.e., UAVs are required to make de isions in the presen e of un ertainty. In parti ular, i is now a fun tion
of an estimated attra tiveness of ea h IP j that UAV Vi
is aware of, rather than of the exa t a tual value j as
this a tual value, in general, need not be known to Vi .
Ability of de ision-making under un ertainty is often
onsidered one of the hallmarks of most autonomous
agents one nds in the literature [PAR℄.
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5 Summary

We have presented an agent-based approa h to modeling UAVs on a mission made of multiple tasks. Assuming no remote ontrol, the UAVs share many properties hara teristi of autonomous agents, su h as goalorientedness, pro-a tiveness, the ability to a e t and
be a e ted by the environment, autonomous de isionmaking under un ertainty, and peer-to-peer ommuniation, oordination and ooperation. The urrent emphasis of our modeling is on some simple yet interesting
lasses of autonomous agent behavior strategies and of
goal-driven agent oordination. It is our hope that
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